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What is Low Code?
Low-code is a software design system which allows applications to be created in a fraction of the time compared
to traditional line by line coding. A low-code development platform allows application creators to focus on user
experiences and business processes as opposed to traditional language development and hand coding form
layouts. Low-code can actually be segmented into two different approaches: model and language. A low-code
“model” platform is designed around a drag and drop design which hides the actual code from the application
designer. The focus is on workflow processes in a dedicated development environment so no coding experience
is necessary. The model approach to low-code allows the creation of citizen developers which in turn could ease IT
work loads and help eliminate IT backlogs. With citizen developers and professional software developers creating
applications simultaneously, model low-code solutions offer an attractive alternative to traditional coding solutions.
Language based low-code platforms are geared toward professional developers as they are more complex than the
model approach but they offer much more control over application development. This style of low-code still greatly
increases application output by using low-code techniques and theories but does not place limitations of the model
approach on the application developers.

The Rise of the Citizen Developer
Gartner defines a citizen developer as “a user who creates new business applications for consumption by others
using development and runtime environments sanctioned by corporate IT.” This end user is a non-IT employee that
is capable of learning the low-code platform in depth enough to create business applications. They are “amateurs”
in the world of coding but usually experts in knowing what their department needs to be more efficient. They
understand the company’s business processes and how an application could be designed to improve the current
process. While this new wave of ad-hoc non-professional programmers may be a boon to application output, they
pose some very serious risks to their organization if not utilized correctly.
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Could low-code potentially create and nurture Shadow IT?
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Could citizen developers be a liability when using low-code?

The idea of citizen developers is very attractive to many businesses looking to increase efficiency through
modernization. But a growth in citizen developers may strain an IT department and actually open security breaches.
Many companies’ IT departments may not have the staff to keep up with a growing number of citizen developer
needs while still performing their normal duties. This could lead to employees creating their own applications
without the knowledge or oversight of the IT department. The more applications created in this shadow IT manner
means more potential for a security breach or even a breakdown in mission-critical applications. Also, these citizen
developers will need to be familiar with coding concepts such development, testing and production environments
and the importance of each environment. Any application which could be created and placed directly into production
could not only potentially nurture shadow IT but it could potentially lead to serious issues in the production
environment. Any application being used as a production application in a non-production environment could also
present a serious risk to important business processes. Citizen developers can be very useful in creating low risk
easy applications but they must be properly trained and monitored so they do not pose a threat to mission critical
applications.

With citizen developers empowered and armed with low-code, the potential for catastrophic business-wide issues
is a real possibility. Low-code development platforms, which are easy enough for anyone to use, means your private
and valuable data is exposed to be read by anyone, anywhere. The lack of data oversight and a possible data breach
are causes of concern in the industry when citizen developers are involved in the creation of business applications.
Though IT may have best practices and rules in place, employees not familiar with database structures, coding
principles, and best practices may not be as apt to follow IT recommendations when creating their own applications.
These employees have been given the power to create company applications in mere days or weeks without the
training and experience of professional developers. Citizen developers are more focused on creating applications,
which increases overall application output, as opposed to creating sustainable, best practice applications. Citizen
developers can be valuable assets when creating non-mission critical interdepartment functionalities which don’t
need to manipulate the business‘s valuable data. Activities such as creating reports, data views, or departmental
process improvements are all valid instances where a citizen developer could really be beneficial. However, creating
mission critical enterprise applications and applications which handle important or sensitive data should be left
to professional programmers. Citizen developers have their place in the business organization, but it is not in the
creation of business critical applications.
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Can the convenience of low-code become costly and time
consuming?
Many low-code platforms can deliver simple applications very fast. The drag and drop interface with minimal to no
coding is how low-code is so efficient and effective. It is simple applications where low-code absolutely thrives! But
what about massive enterprise applications or complicated processes which require more than simple solutions? This
is where certain low-code platforms can and do struggle. Most low-code software requires the developer to drop out
of the low-code platform and create a custom solution in another coding language when a solution can’t be solved
inside the low-code environment. The time a developer saved on creating simple applications is now lost on having
to create a custom solution every time they exceed the low-code platforms capabilities. More times than not, an
enterprise application will be on the complicated side as opposed to the simple side.
This problem only multiplies when citizen developers are introduced to the application creation process. Not only
does IT need to create custom solutions for their own projects, but now they will have to intervene and support
citizen developers which have hit roadblocks on their own applications. Suddenly the promise of low-code fades
away and the new application process slows down tremendously.
Many low-code software solutions offer an “app” store where developers can find and install plug-ins for problems
the low-code platform can’t handle out of the box. This solution can definitely speed up application development
as a plug-in might be available which will solve the issue and prevent the developer from dropping out of the
development environment to try a custom code solution. However, many of these easy to install plug-ins are created
by third parties and are not officially supported or developed by the low-code vendor. Therefore, these “apps” could
be exposing data to potential breaches without the developer ever realising it. Also, since many of these plug-ins are
not continually supported by the creator, an update to the low-code software could potentially break the functionality
of the application. Suddenly a quick solution when initially creating the application could lead to a catastrophic failure
to a mission critical enterprise application. This is not a big deal if creating small applications for reporting or inter
departmental functions but increases exponentially as the applications become closer to the core of the business.

What happens when developers are forced to stop coding?
While low-code has led to the rise of citizen developers and has increased application output, not all software
developers are happy with low-code software. The constraints on some low-code platforms create skepticism among
professional developers. Professional developers want control in complex situations and one of the only ways to have
true control over creating applications is to be able to manually code. Most enterprise software creation is on the
complex side of the scale and so developers need control to solve complex problems. Developers do not want to
spend their time scrolling through visual menus looking for solutions only to find out nothing they have seen or tried
solves their problem. Professional developers want to code or at least be able to easily code when it is necessary.
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Complex integration with Legacy and Unique Systems
Low-code platforms are great tools for increasing IT production and efficiency but not every low-code platform has
the tools needed to efficiently integrate with legacy and non-supported systems. Model based low-code platforms
are not designed to efficiently handle situations which can’t be dealt with inside the platforms’ development
environment. When a coding solution reaches the limits of a model based low-code platform, several decisions need
to be made in order to create a viable application. The application designer will need to create a solution in another
programming language and then create an interface so the application can communicate with the traditional coding
solution. Does your company have a standard coding language the designer could use when needing to drop out of
the development environment? Is the designer going to need to learn a new language or two depending on where
the traditional coding solution is going to reside (server or client side)? Is there going to be a standard operating
procedure when dropping out of the development environment is needed or will the procedure be decided by
each designer individually? Finding necessary workarounds to integrate with various non-platform supported
systems greatly increases time to create an application and greatly reduces efficiency of professional programmers.
At this point in the application creation, the scope of the application is beyond anything a citizen developer is
capable of handling and now the professional programmer is limited on how to create a work around. If the scope
of applications being created includes integrations with legacy systems or systems such as the IBMi, then a model
low-code platform may not be the best option. Applications with complex integrations require tools which allows
professional programmers to be more efficient so IT can increase their application output.

How does LANSA deter shadow IT?
LANSA’s unique approach to low-code allows professional developers to code quickly. LANSA’s low-code platform
is designed with the professional developer in mind and so IT departments can increase their application output
without worrying about supporting citizen developers. By focusing on increasing developers’ efficiency and allowing
developers to create applications much more quickly than traditional coding, various departments will not have to
find their own solutions to their problems since IT will be able to quickly address these issues. Without the possibility
of citizen developers creating potential data breaches and costly shadow IT issues, IT departments can focus on
quickly addressing business needs through new applications.

How does LANSA keep projects on time and keep costs down?
LANSA’s low-code philosophy is helping the professional developer create applications quickly and efficiently. Unlike
many other low-code solutions, LANSA allows developers the flexibility of using a single coding language when
a true low-code solution isn’t feasible. Instead of researching workarounds and figuring out how to code around
complex issues, LANSA developers can stay in their development environment and use a single coding language to
solve complex problems. Increasing efficiency further, this single language is the same for solving complex solutions
on both the server and client side. Developers will not need to learn or know several programming languages or have
to spend their time researching work arounds outside the environment. By giving professional developers the tools
they need to create applications quickly and efficiently, LANSA’s low-code platform will help projects stay on time and
in turn keep project costs down.

“Getting quick results is also important. With LANSA, our developers became
productive very quickly, because they didn’t have to use a whole range of
tools and languages.”
- Sue Gilbert (Duro-Last)
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How does LANSA keep developers happy and productive?
Unlike other low-code platforms, LANSA doesn’t force developers to create visual workflows and navigate
exclusively through drag and drop menus. Instead, LANSA allows rapid development of applications by quickly and
automatically creating a framework through a few simple questions and some quick initial setup. The developer can
then focus on creating solutions to problems through a combination of low-code methodologies and hand coding in
LANSA’s own language. Professional developers can easily code when necessary giving them nearly complete control
over their applications. A level of control not found in any other low-code solution. Developers have the convenience
and quickness of low-code combined with the high control of manually coding. Professional developers need a lowcode platform which caters to their skillset and their way of thinking. Most developers have years of schooling and
are trained professionals on how to solve issues with coding solutions. LANSA’s low-code platform is feature rich with
the control professional developers need to be efficient and effective.

How does LANSA seamlessly integrate with legacy systems?
LANSA’s language based low-code platform gives professional developers the tools they need to create mission
critical business applications without the restrictions imposed by model based low-code solutions. LANSA ensures
the developer will not have to leave LANSA’s integrated Development Environment (IDE) for any reason. If the
solution to the problem surpasses LANSA’s low-code capabilities, the programmer simply codes a more traditional
solution inside LANSA’s IDE. This approach allows the professional developer the tools to quickly make enterprise
applications without having to focus on creating interfaces. LANSA uses low-code to quickly create application
frameworks and uses Google’s material design techniques to quickly render how browser applications will look to
the user. The programmer will not have to be familiar with web based technologies as LANSA handles all the user
interface creation. Not only does LANSA allow programmers the ability to easily integrate with legacy systems in
this manner, LANSA specializes in seamless integration with the IBM iSeries business machines. LANSA uses one
language for both server side and client side solutions so a developer will only need to learn one language to be
able to handle any issue with integration or customization. The importance of LANSA’s single language approach
becomes even more apparent as web technologies change. A developer will still only need to know LANSA’s coding
language despite the rise of new web languages and techniques. LANSA’s low-code approach is to keep up with the
ever changing web technologies “under the hood” so the developer will ever focus on creating amazing business
applications.

“The Framework provides a pre-built application in which you can plug-in
newly developed Windows and IBM i components, as well as call existing RPG
programs. “It allowed us to continue to utilize parts of our legacy application,
for as long as we still needed to, in combination with new functionality”
- Warren Rice, senior developer at AHC.
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Conclusion
Low-code platforms used for designing mission critical enterprise applications should focus on enabling professional
programmers to be more effective and efficient. Simplified visual workflows with menus full of drag and drop icons,
as found in many model based low-code platforms, do not necessarily make creating various types of applications
faster or easier. The low-code platform used to make enterprise applications must be feature rich so professional
programmers have the necessary tools to do their job without limitations and restrictions. A key feature of a
great enterprise application capable low-code platform is to allow the programmer to stay in the development
environment even when having to manually code solutions which are out of the scope of the low-code tools. Also,
giving the programmer a single language for both server side and client side solutions, such as a language based
low-code platform, greatly increases productivity. Model based low-code platforms which focus on the citizen
developers hinder professional programmers and could potentially leave an organization open to numerous issues
including security breaches, increased IT support, and promotion of shadow IT. While these model style of low-code
platforms are very useful for a certain level of application creation, they are not the best solution for critical enterprise
applications . LANSA’s language based low-code solution focuses on the professional developer and helps avoid
these possible low-code pitfalls to ensure any low-code project will be successful for many years to come.

John Martin, Senior Consultant at Advance Computing says, “Being able to offer

a scalable solution that can be deployed on multiple platforms has allowed
us to expand our market share dramatically. LANSA lets you start from where
you are and build on what you have. Accuracy and reliability are of utmost
importance in the finance industry. LANSA helps us to manage the complexity
and risk of implementing new technologies and getting it right the first time,
every time.“
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